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Apollon Infrastructure
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General View
The Apollon Research Infrastructure is located at the Orme des Merisiers site (Saint Aubin 91).
Beyond the laser beams, this Apollon infrastructure consists of independent experimental
rooms, each with a dedicated supervision room. This infrastructure will be completed by May
2022 with support labs.
A virtual tour of the infrastructure is available at:
https://my.matterport.com/show/?m=WzYCqomWH4o
This research infrastructure is made available to the international scientific community of
physicists specializing in the field of High Flux Laser-Matter Interaction.
The performances correspond to the actual performances demonstrated during the first
qualification experiences. The performance obtained so far by the installation and reported in
this document is not a guarantee for future performance.

Apollon Infrastructure Global Overview
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Laser performances
The heart of this Research Infrastructure is a multipetawatt laser, based on the Chirped Pulse
Amplification (CPA) technique. It consists in :
• An OPCPA (Optical Parametric Chirped Pulse Amplification) driver using state-of-theart technology and beta-barium borate (BBO) crystals to generate high-bandwidth,
high-contrast pulses. The non-collinear OPCPA architecture implements an XPW
(crossed-polarized-wave) device;
• A double gratings, double-pass Offner stretcher;
• A series of 4 Titanium Sapphire amplification stages enabling nanosecond pulses to be
delivered at the central wavelength of 820 nm, with an energy up to 30 J at the end of
the amplification chain at a rate of 1 shot per minute.
At the end of the amplification chain, a separation system sends all or a fraction of the 30 J to
the compressor of beam F2, so-called the 1PW beam. The diameter of the beam is then 14
cm. The energy of the beam on target can be adjusted according to the following values :
•

F2: 2 J, 5 J, 7 J, 12 J, 15 J

The minimum pulse duration during the first year of operation is 22fs with a maximum energy
of 15 J for a peak power of 700 TW.
An attenuation system at the amplification output allows for the beam energy to be
attenuated by a factor of approximately 106 without changing the focal spot in the
experimental chambers. Users can therefore align their experience in the interaction chamber
with the "real" beam.
The beam pulse duration can be dialed between the minimum duration and a few pico
seconds. This adjustment will be accompanied by a high order chirp and / or spectral phase.
Laser diagnostics make it possible to measure on shot the energy, the spectrum, the near field
at the output of the compressor. Other laser diagnostics exist in the experiment room and are
described in the following paragraphs.

Short Focal Area
A virtual tour of the experimental area is available here :
https://my.matterport.com/show/?m=og2JLDF3d8N.
A virtual tour of the interior of the interaction chamber will be made available to the PIs who
have been selected to carry out an experiment in the facility.
The room is 17.5 m long and 14 m wide.
The four beams enter the room after passing through the five-meter-thick walls.
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The two general views below show the configuration of the room. The interaction chamber is
arranged in such a way that the axis of focusing of the beam F1 is directed upwards towards
the corner of the room in order to maximize the space downstream of the focal point. In the
future, it will allow the installation of transport of particles or radiation equipments, secondary
chambers for interaction with particles or radiation leaving free a very large part of the
equatorial plane.

Short Focal Area global view

The F2 beam arrives on the top of the chamber and can be redirected within the chamber so
that its axis of focus has a variable angle with F1 axe which is fixed, as shown in the figure
below. Once F1 is in place, it will be possible to have F1 and F2 counter-propagating (which
will require the use of plasma mirrors to avoid, however, returns in the laser chain), with a
small difference in angle (30-40 °), but also to have F1 and F2 almost perpendicular (at 70 ° or
even 90 °). Thus, users will be able to use modular interaction geometries.

Top view of F2 possible configuration
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The F2 beam is focused by off-axis parabolas having a focal length of 42 cm. The focal spot has
a diameter of 6.5 µm. The Strehl ratio is greater than 50%.
In the room, there are two continuous laser sources, one in the visible and one at 820 nm.
These laser sources are collinear with the main laser beams and can thus be used for the
alignment of experiments.
The interaction chamber is equipped with a reference point and two Questar telemicroscopes
to ensure alignment of the beams on the target. It is also possible to quickly insert an imaging
module (microscope objective x 20) to check the quality of the focal spot.
The experimental chamber offers an interior volume of 120 cm (height) and 172 cm
(diameter). 6 doors provide access to the interior of the chamber. Each door has many
portholes allowing beams to exit. The top of the chamber also has a few available ports.

View of SFIC1 interaction chamber and F2 beam transport

4 mirrors before the parabola, there is an energy measurement and a full aperture spatial
profile, from a leakage mirror. In addition to these two measurements, the penultimate mirror
before the parabola has a hole which makes it possible to measure energy and measure either
the contrast or the spectrum.
The pumping system allows the pressure to drop after opening between two sequences to
10-4 mbar in 20 minutes. It also makes it possible to keep this same pressure value during laser
shot even when using a gas jet, on condition that the quantity of gas remains limited (no
pressure rise beyond 10-2 mbar).
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Long Focal Area
A virtual tour of the experimental area is available here :
https://my.matterport.com/show/?m=KkymXN2hzuY.
A virtual tour of the interior of the interaction chambers is available and will be made available
to PIs who have been selected to carry out an experiment in the facility.
The room is 37 m long and 12 m wide.
Beams F1 and F2 enter the room through the same space after passing through a 5 meters
thick wall.
The two beams F2 (1 PW) and F1 (10 PW) are directed to separate interaction zones (IC1 and
IC2) in order to allow either independent experiments with the two beams; or two-stage
experiments (F2 playing the role of injector and F1 that of booster).
The beam F2 is focused by a telescope with a plane mirror with hole and an on-axis spherical
mirror. The focal length of the spherical mirror for the F2 beam can be either 3 meters, giving
a focal spot diameter of 45 µm, or 9 meters, giving a focal spot diameter of 135 µm.

F2 F1

General View of Long Focal Area

The focusing mirror can be moved along the optical axis over a range of + or - 5 cm.
The inside of the two target chamber represents the same volume namely: 98 cm (Height),
119 cm (Width), 135 cm (length).
Doors allow access from both sides of the chambers and portholes allow beams to exit from
the sides and top of the chambers.
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View of LFIC2 with laser diagnostic bench (rear) and experimental diagnostics bench (front)

The F3 and F4 beams will not be delivered in this room. However, it is possible to have in the
IC2 chamber a "probe" beam having the same properties as the F2 beam in IC2 with an energy
equal to 5% of the energy of the beam F2. The energy of this probe beam can be attenuated.
This probe beam can be synchronized with the F2 beam over a range of + or - 2 ns.

Probe beam in LFIC2

Today, for F2, there is no measurement on shot. However, it is possible to insert a mirror and
control energy, spectrum, near field, focal spot and contrast in full aperture. A measurement
of the energy not absorbed by the target is possible after the interaction zone on shot.
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The pumping system makes it possible to drop to 10-4 mbar in 20 minutes and to maintain this
pressure with each shot, even when using a gas jet, on condition that the quantity of gas
remains limited (no rise pressure above 10-2 mbar).
There are two continuous sources, one in the visible and one at 820nm that are made collinear
with the F2 beam so that users can align their exxperiment. For LFIC2, another visible beam
running throughout the room allows to position elements with millimeter precision.

The sequences
The Apollon infrastructure operates in sequence of laser shots.
Each sequence has 1 to 100 shots that can be grouped into salvo.
Synchronization, alignment, number of beams, beam energy over a limited range, high order
spectral phase in a limited range can be changed between two shots.
Beyond these modifications, it is possible to modify all the other parameters between two
sequences, some modifications which may involve longer setting times.
Finally, between two campaigns, absolutely all the parameters can be modified.

Future version
During year : nov. 2022 – nov. 2023
Laser system
The fifth amplification stage will be commissioned to deliver shots with an energy up to 150 J.
At the amplification output, a separation system will deliver two laser beams, aligned on the
same focal spot and synchronized, with a maximum total energy on target of 150 J:
• a main “F1” laser beam with a diameter of 40 cm, delivering pulses of 18 fs with a
maximum energy of 72 J on the target, ie a peak power of 4 PW,
• a 14 cm diameter “F2” secondary laser beam, delivering pulses of 18 fs with a
maximum energy of 18J on target, ie a peak power of 1 PW.
The energy of the two beams on target can be adjusted independently to the following values:
• F1: 15 J, 30 J, 45 J, 60 J, 72 J
• F2: 2 J, 5 J, 10 J, 12 J, 18 J
For beam synchronization, the reference beam will be F1. The F2 beam can be adjusted over
a range of + or - 5 ns with an accuracy of 10 fs.
The pulse duration of each beam can be adjusted between the minimum duration and a few
picoseconds. This adjustment will be accompanied by a high order chirp and / or spectral
phase. It will be possible to adjust the pulse duration without chirp, but at the expense of the
energy which will then be lower. The pulse duration can be adjusted independently for the
two beams.
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Short Focal Area
F1 beam will be focused with an off-axis parabola having a focal length of 1 m. The focal spot
will have a diameter of 5.5 µm. The Strehl ratio will be greater than 50%. Two continuous
sources, one in the visible and one at 820nm collinear with the F1 can be used for alignement.
Long Focal Area
The F1 beam will be focused by a telescope with a plane mirror with a hole and a on-axis
spherical mirror. The focal length of the spherical mirror for the F1 beam will be either
8 meters, resulting in a focal spot diameter of 45 µm, or 20 meters, resulting in a focal spot
diameter of 100 µm.
The exploration of F1 and F2 beams on the optical axis can be done over + or - 200 mm.
It will be possible to have in chamber IC1 a "probe" beam having the same properties as the
F1 beam in IC1 with an energy equal to 5% of the energy of F1. The energy of this probe beam
can be attenuated. This probe beam can be synchronized with the F1 beam over a range of
+ or - 2 ns.
There will be two continuous sources, one in the visible and one at 820nm collinear with the
F1 beam that can be used for alignment. For LFIC1, another visible beam running throughout
the room allows to position elements with millimeter precision.
During year : nov. 2023 – nov. 2024
Laser system
The energy delivered by the fifth amplification stage will rise from 150 J up to 300 J. At the
amplification output, a separation system will deliver three laser beams, aligned on the same
focal spot and synchronizable, with maximum total energy on target of 300 J:
• a main “F1” laser beam with a diameter of 40 cm, delivering pulses of 15 fs with a
maximum energy of 150 J on the target, ie a peak power of 10 PW,
• a 14 cm diameter “F2” secondary laser beam, delivering pulses of 15 fs with a
maximum energy of 17 J on the target, ie a peak power of 1.1 PW.
• a 4 cm diameter “F4” probe laser beam, delivering pulses of 15 fs with a maximum
energy of 250 mJ (~ 10 TW).
The energy of the F1 and F2 beams on target can be adjusted independently according to the
following values :
• F1: 15 J, 30 J, 45 J, 60 J, 75 J, 100 J, 150 J
• F2: 2 J, 5 J, 10 J, 12 J, 18 J
The energy of the F4 beam will not be adjustable.
For beam synchronization, the reference beam will be F1. The F2 and F4 beams will be
independently synchronized over a range of + or - 5 ns with an accuracy of 10 fs.
Pulse duration of F4 will not be adjustable.
Short Focal Area
In Short Focal Area, F4 beam like F2 beam will enter the interaction chamber from the top, to
follow different propagation paths.
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Long Focal Area
The F2 beam will be directed in IC1 to in IC1 to make the plasmas coming from the beams F1
and F2 interact directly in the same chamber.
During year : nov. 2024 – nov. 2025

Laser system
At the amplification output, a separation system will deliver a four laser beams, aligned on the
same focal spot and synchronized, with a maximum total energy on target of 300 J:
• a main “F1” laser beam with a diameter of 40 cm, delivering pulses of 15 fs with a
maximum energy of 150 J on the target, ie a peak power of 10 PW,
• a 14 cm diameter “F2” secondary laser beam, delivering pulses of 15 fs with a
maximum energy of 17 J on the target, ie a peak power of 1.1 PW.
• a creation laser beam, ns, "F3" 14 cm in diameter, delivering pulses of the order of
1 ns with a maximum energy of 250 J.
• a 4 cm diameter “F4” probe laser beam, delivering pulses of 15 fs with a maximum
energy of 250 mJ (~ 10 TW).
The energy of the F1, F2 and F3 beams on target can be adjusted independently according to
the following values :
• F1: 15 J, 30 J, 45 J, 60 J, 75 J, 100 J, 150 J
• F2: 2 J, 5 J, 10 J, 12 J, 18 J
• F3: 25J - 125J - 250J
The energy of the F4 beam will not be adjustable.
For beam synchronization, the reference beam will be F1. The F2, F3 and F4 beams can be
independently synchronized over a range of + or - 5 ns with an accuracy of 10 fs for F2 and F4
and on the order of ps for F3.
Pulse duration of F3 and F4 will not be adjustable.
Short Focal Area
The F3 beam can be transported along several angles and its synchronization ensured by a
delay line.
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Before your experience
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Call of proposals
Once a year, a call for proposals will be issued by the end of March. Users will then have two
months to submit their proposal.
The proposals placed under the responsibility of a PI must very precisely describe the scientific
objectives of the experiment, the means necessary for the experiment, the desired laser
parameters, the desired configurations (orientation of the beams in the short focal area, use
of one or two chambers in the long focal area). To guide users in their approach, a web
interface will be made available.
A first analysis of the technical feasibility will be carried out by the operating teams of the
research infrastructure, possibly additional questions may be asked during this analysis.
Based on the feasibility analysis, a scientific programming committee will meet at the
beginning of June to select the projects which will then have the opportunity to come and
carry out experiments on the infrastructure over the period from November to November.
Each user whose experience has been selected receive a letter of invitation to carry out the
experience and the user’s charter during the month of June. The user must return the duly
signed user’s charter. He will then be contacted by the Chief Technical Officer to schedule the
experiment.

The different stages of preparation
It is paramount to respect these steps in order to best prepare your experimental campaign.
« - 8 months » meeting

This meeting is the first contact between the users, the manager of the relevant experiment
area and the various support groups: Mechanical Studies, Optics, Laser, Targets, Vacuum,
Experimental Instrumentation, Control command (computer network, cabling , remote
control of equipment, etc.).
It is organized by the manager of the experimental room in which the experiment will take
place. It can be done by videoconference, but it is preferable to come on site especially if you
do not know the facilities.
During this first meeting, the PI presents the goal of the experiment and its implementation
(laser parameters, diagnostics, instrumentation, targets). This meeting makes it possible in
particular to launch mechanical studies and any work that may be necessary at the control
command level.
A list of the different materials that will be used in all the equipment installed in the chamber
is established. This will make it possible to carry out radiation protection calculations. If some
present too great of a risk, they may be refused and must be replaced.
A risk analysis will be carried out in order to determine the means of prevention to be put in
place. This analysis will make it possible to draw up the Prevention Plan.
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All the materials used must be compatible with the RGA (Residual Gas Analysis) criteria
imposed on the facility. Equipment unknown to the operating teams will be systematically
subjected to the gas detection bench. If they do not meet the criteria, they will not be allowed
to enter the experimental chamber. A database is being set up on prohibited materials /
equipment and their possible substitute. It is recommended that the RGA tests be carried out
as soon as possible, ideally 6 months before the start of the campaign, in order to have enough
time to find an alternative if necessary.
Finally, particular attention will be focused on the Electromagnetic Compatibility of the
equipment which is planned to be installed inside the interaction chambers and outside but
close to the chambers. Recommendations will be given by LULI support teams to improve the
protection of the equipment, or even to consider the non-use of the equipment and its
replacement by another.
« - 4 months » meeting

This meeting definitively freezes the implantation of the experiment in the room.
The detailed list of equipment needed for the experiment is established. This list distinguishes
the equipment made available by Apollon and those that will be provided by users. This list is
used to determine any orders for consumables (gas, etc.). This list of equipment with their
positioning in the room also makes it possible to define the radiation protection equipment
and the dosimetry equipment that must be installed by the operating team.
The detailed list of participants is established in order to launch the procedures for obtaining
badges (access to rooms and access to the cafeteria). WARNING : the number of people in the
experimental area is limited to a maximum of ten people.
The establishment of a badge requires the following documents:
• The PPST form provided by LULI;
• A copy of the passport;
• A copy of the visa;
• The employer.
« - 3 months » validation of plans

A meeting is not necessary, but the PI or Co-Pi must validate the plans with the Mechanical
Design Office (BEM) before they are sent for the suppliers of mechanical parts. This allows
them to be received far enough in advance to test and assemble them.
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Prepare your visit
Apollon Infrastructure address
CEA – Orme des Merisiers
Building 708
Départementale 128
91191 Gif-sur-Yvette, France
GPS coordinates
Longitude : 02° 08’ 53.7”
Latitude : 48° 42’ 33.6”
By plane
Paris-Charles de Gaulle airport to arrive in Paris, then take public transport.1
Paris-Orly airport to arrive in Paris, then take public transport.1
By car from Paris :

•

•

By N118

Take N118, Direction Pont de Sèvres, follow Nantes - Bordeaux, exit 9 "Center Universitaire".
Turn right at the roundabout onto the D128 direction "SOLEIL" (leaving the B&B hotel on your
right). About 1.5 km further on the D128, enter the CEA - Orme des Merisiers site (note, common
entrance with SOLEIL)

By A6

Take the A6 then the A10 towards Nantes -Bordeaux. Then follow Orsay. Take the 1st exit OrsayBures, then straight ahead until the Orsay sign on the N118. Take this Orsay road by the N118,
then on the N118, take exit 9 "Center Universitaire". At the first roundabout, follow Centre
Universitaire then at the 2nd roundabout take the D128 direction "SOLEIL". About 1.5 km further
on the D128, enter the CEA - Orme des Merisiers site (note, common entrance with SOLEIL)

___________________________________________________________________________
1

For public transportation, refer to the chapter "On site".
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Accomodation
Regarding accommodation, here are the suggestions we can make.
B&B Hotel Saclay
Plateau du Moulon, RN 118, 91190 Gif-sur-Yvette, France
Phone : +33 (0)8 92 78 80 91
Website: https://www.hotelbb.com/fr/hotel/saclay?gclid=Cj0KCQiA1pyCBhCtARIsAHaY_5fPByF3vXowM3WwC1kHzMmt
Hh0R3-PCPVwDYSma7YOaVi1HortUZ5saAmcJEALw_wcB&gclsrc=aw.ds
Hôtel Les Chevaliers des Balances
1 Place de la Mairie, 91190 Saint-Aubin, France
Phone : +33 (0)1 69 41 20 55
Mail : leschevaliersdesbalances@gmail.com
Website : https://www.leschevaliersdesbalances.fr/
Hôtel d'Orsay
2 Rue François Leroux, 91400 Orsay, France
Phone : +33 (0)1 64 86 17 47
Mail : hotel.orsay@orange.fr
Website : http://www.hotel-orsay.com/
Hôtel le Village
4 Rue Neuve, 91190 Gif-sur-Yvette, France
Phone : +33 (0)1 69 28 82 51
Mail : hotel.le.village@wanadoo.fr
Website : https://www.hotellevillage.fr/
Hôtel Campanile Paris Saclay
9 ter rue Joliot Curie, 91192 Gif-sur-Yvette, France
Phone : +33 (0)8 92 23 48 12 (reservation) - +33 (0)1 84 00 85 35 (lobby)
Mail : paris.saclay@campanile.fr
Website : https://paris-saclay.campanile.com/fr-fr/

Safety
People with a pacemaker must notify the experimental area manager, because they have
permanent magnets. They can interfere with the proper functioning of these devices.
Also take care to check that you have no medical contraindications preventing you from
carrying out experiments on our premises.
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On site
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Public transportation
From Paris and Charles de Gaulle airport, RER B towards Saint-Rémy-Lès-Chevreuse until :
Massy-Palaiseau station, then take bus n ° 91-06 B or n ° 91-06 C towards SaintQuentin Gare. Get off at L’Orme des Merisiers (approx. 25 min. By bus);
http://www.albatrans.net/les-lignes-les-horaires/carte-reseau-statique
• Le Guichet station, then reach the bus station and take bus n ° 9 towards Saclay Jouyen-Josas. Get off at the L'Orme des Merisiers stop (approx. 10 min. By bus); The route
between the Guichet RER station (follow the 'bus' exit) and the bus station is
signposted for pedestrians.
http://www.transdev-idf.com/horaire-ligne-9-mobicaps_006.
• Gif-sur-Yvette station, then take bus n ° 10 towards Buc. Get off at the Saint-Aubin
stop (Please note, no traffic on Saturdays and Sundays).
•

The buses (91.06B, 91.06C and 9) will drop you off at the entrance to the site. Building 708 is
in the middle of the Orme des Merisiers site

View of the location of the entrance to the facility on the Orme des Merisiers site
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On arrival
Although located on the CEA site at l'Orme des Merisiers, the conditions for access to the
facility are those usually practiced for access to the facilities on the site of the Ecole
Polytechnique, the latter being responsible for operation of the facility. When you arrive at
the Apollon infrastructure, you must first pick up your badge from the Ecole Polytechnique
badge office on the Ecole Polytechnique site. You will find all the instructions for accessing the
office on the Ecole Polytechnique website.
https://www.polytechnique.edu/fr/accesetorientation
If this has not been done before, the Prevention Plan must be reviewed and signed by users.
Without this signature, you will be refused access to the facility. All the authorizations
requested by this prevention plan must be provided.
Training in laser risks must be followed in order to be able to access the experiment area. An
exemption will be provided to people who have taken this training and whose validity is less
than three years old.
You will have to follow a presentation given by a safety enginner on the hygiene and safety
rules of the Apollon infrastructure. This presentation will allow you to learn about the different
premises of the facility, about the corridors and the PSS (Personal Security System) and its
operation. It will also allow you to apprehend the risks present on the infrastructure and the
safety instructions to apply.
All of the instructions must be followed throughout your stay. For any questions, please
contact a safety engineer.
You will then need to give your badge to the experimental area manager so that he or she
gives you the right to access the facility and the experimental area. A tour of the experimental
area will be given by the area manager, who will present to you all the equipment and the
means available to you in the room. He will also present the means available to you on the
facility: mechanical workshop, inspection workshop, etc.
Warning: if an user does not follow the rules that will have been presented to him (safety,
personal access, material access), LULI reserves the right to remove his access to the
infrastructure.
You will be given a badge to access the Algorithmes cafeteria for lunch.
Finally, a general presentation, for the on-site operations teams, on the challenges of the
experiment, the principle and the expected results is requested from the PI at the start of the
campaign.

Operating Hours
IR Apollon is open from 8 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. Monday to Friday.
Hours of support teams (laser and experiment): 8:15 am - 6:30 pm. Outside of these hours
the experimental area is no longer accessible.
Shooting times: 1st shot from 10:00 a.m. - last shot at 5.15 p.m. Monday to Friday
Warning, isolated work is prohibited.
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Lunch
Regarding lunch, users will have access to the cafeteria, which is located on the Algorithmes
site. The opening hours are from 11:45 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. They can, if they wish, use the kitchen
available in the offices of the operating teams according to rules of use ensuring everyone the
enjoyment of a pleasant and clean place.

Internet access
Laptops and mobile phones are permitted in the offices and the facility. Note, however, that
mobile networks operate very poorly in the infrastructure.
The entire IR Apollon has WIFI access. You have two possibilities to take advantage of it:
• Through the “Guest” visitor network of the École Polytechnique (no settings are
necessary). A web page will automatically open, two options are available to you:
o Either you already have the identifiers in which case, you can directly use them
to connect by accepting the charter.
o Otherwise, we invite you to create an account (valid from creation until
midnight). For this, you must have a valid email address or an account on the
following social networks: Facebook, LinkedIn or Twitter in order to receive
your login details. IT LULI group (GSI) can also create so-called "long-term"
accounts.
• Through the Eduroam network if you have valid access.
Users can also access the Internet by providing the IT LULI group (GSI) with their dates of stay
and the MAC address of their computer. Note, however, that computers must be equipped
with up-to-date and efficient antivirus. The GSI team will check the compliance and reserve its
right to connect to the network.

Safety rules
The safety of personnel is a major concern that must be continually on the minds of all
participants carrying experiments at the Apollon facility.
LULI is subject to the rules of the Labor Code. As such, the equipment and installations located
there must comply with the Labor Code and the regulations which result from it. Products will
therefore have to comply with these obligations and take into account changes in legislation
throughout the design and development process. Regulatory changes occurring during the
manufacturing phase, and likely to result in significant changes to the product, will be
negotiated with LULI.
To guarantee this safety, it is essential to integrate it into the design of the equipment that
will be installed.
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The main risks identified for Apollon, and which may appear during the assembly work of the
equipment, are:
• Of mechanical origin, related to the handling of heavy and bulky objects from below
and above, as well as to the mobile elements constituting the laser chain;
• Of electrical origin, with energy storage equipment and the use of high voltage;
• Linked to alignment and power laser beams;
• Radiological origin, with the presence of radioactive substances in a particular area of
the installation.

Arrival of equipment
Access to the facility is through specific openings and definite access. In the document " Livret
d’accueil aux intervenants et aux entreprises extérieures ", you will find all the information
necessary for the handling of equipment in the facility from the unloading area to their place
of use. In particular, there are the passage sizes and the list of handling means available in
each room of the facility.
All equipment used in the experiment room will be systematically checked for radiation
protection to verify the presence or absence of activation. In the event of a positive detection
on a piece of equipment, you will be able to leave with it after the campaign if you have all
the necessary authorizations and documents. Otherwise, this equipment will be stored in our
premises and treated according to our procedure (storage for decay or waste).
Warning: It will be verified that all the equipment that must enter the experimental chamber
is on the list of equipment established in the preparation phase. Any equipment that is not on
the list will either have to go through an RGA test or will not be used.
Regarding the computers brought by users for their experimental diagnostics, the GSI team
will verify that the prerequisites presented during the - 8 months meeting are fulfilled.
Warning: the equipment that must go into the interaction chamber must be prepared for
vacuum (strict cleaning with alcohol, vacuum-compatible motors and plates, etc.) so as not to
pollute the chamber. A pre-cleaning room is provided for the arrival of equipment where it
will be possible to do cleaning operations. Consumables necessary for cleaning will be
provided by LULI.

Access to experimental area and to interaction chambers
Equipment safety is the second major concern that must be continually on the minds of all
participants in the experiments at the Apollon facility. Particular care must be taken to
maintain the level of cleanliness in the experimental chambers.
Also access to the experimental rooms is via personal dressing rooms, so-called SAS. In these
SAS, all persons, whether operators or users, must equip themselves with clean room clothing,
namely, overshoes, clean room caps and clean room coats.
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SFA Dressing room

All room access procedures relating to cleanliness are displayed in each personal SAS.
Awareness of the actions required to maintain cleanliness will be provided by the room
manager during the first visit.
Gloves are required to handle the equipment entering the experimental chamber.
The opening of the experimental chambers can only be done by the operating teams who will
have taken care to put in place the procedures for maintaining the level of cleanliness, in
particular the start-up of the air blowing system.
Operators will be able to check the level of cleanliness of the interior of the experimental
chambers and the level of cleanliness of the optics therein and stop the experiment for
cleaning if necessary.
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Experimental campaign
The experimental campaign breaks down into 3 steps :
• Assembly of the setup : it starts from Tuesday of the first week for two weeks.
• Experiment : it takes place from Monday to Friday, for two weeks, according to the
schedule defined annually. The users will have access to the experimental data ad
minima between each sequence, if possible between each shot.
• Dismantling : it is done at the end of the experimental campaign, either Friday evening
or the following Monday. Ensure that the acquisition room and the experiment room
are left in good condition.
Warning : the time required between the end of a sequence and the start of the following
sequence room is at least 20 minutes if it is necessary to enter the experimental room
(waiting time for radiological risk after the last shot, time required to complete the sweep
before the start of the next sequence). Users are therefore asked to design their experience
to minimize the number of entrance and exit in the room (as such, the support control
command team can set up remote control of the equipment if the recommendations that are
presented at the “- 8 months” meeting will have been scrupulously respected).
During these 3 steps, users must necessarily be accompanied by an operator as soon as they
are in the experimental room.
During the sequences, the users are located in the control room of the experimental room.

LFA control room

After a sequence, access to the experimental room is only possible after an activation check
done by the room operators.
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Supports
Optics metrology
LULI can provide optical control means making it possible to qualify the wavefront transmitted
or reflected by an optic, the reflectivity of an optic and the Group Delay Dispersion of an optic
(diameter of 25 mm only). Use of this support should be scheduled during the “- 4 months”
meeting.
Outgassing bench
LULI can give access to two degassing benches to check the compatibility of equipment with
our RGA criteria. LULI can also stove some equipment if necessary to help it degas more
quickly. Access to this equipment must be determined during the meeting at « - 8 months ».
Mechanical workshop
LULI has a mechanical workshop allowing the manufacturing of mechanical parts. Access to
this workshop is not possible for external users and is exclusively limited to LULI staff. The use
of this workshop should be determined at the « - 3 months » meeting.
Instrumentation
LULI provides users with a number of instruments. The equipment is requested at the start of
the planning and is fixed at the « - 8 month meetings ». In the event of a simultaneous request
for equipment by several users, a decision is made by LULI management.
The list of common instrumentation is accessible via the following link:
http://web.luli.polytechnique.fr/instrumentation/list_luli_instru.php
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After your experience
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Badge
The badges must be returned at the end of the experiment campaign to the assistant of the
Apollon Research Infrastructure or in her absence to the experimental room manager.

Safety
At the end of the experimental campaign, all of your equipment used in the experimental
rooms will be checked for radiation in order to verify or not the presence of activation. In the
event of a positive detection on a piece of equipment, you will be allowed to leave with it if
you have all the necessary authorizations and documents. Otherwise, this equipment will be
stored in our premises and treated according to our procedure (storage for decay or waste).
Depending on the amount of equipment to be tested, allow 4 hours to 48 hours for these tests
to be done.

Reporting
This is the last step in the process. The report must be done as soon as possible (or even at
the end of the experimental campaign) in order to collect information on the points to be
improved, on the progress of the experimental campaign (particularly important if another
experimental campaign is scheduled), positive or negative aspects, etc.
A sheet with standard headings is sent to you at each end of the experimental campaign.
When submitting this document, the PI will also provide the satisfaction questionnaire which
will have been sent to him a few days previously.

Publications and communications
All the rules relating to publications and communications are described in detail in the user’s
charter.
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Contacts
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Apollon Infrastructure
Laser Performances
Laser Operation
Short Focal Area
Long Focal Area
Instrumentation
IT (GSI)
Command Control
Mechanical Design Office
Degassing Bench – Vacuum
Safety engineer
Administration
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Noms (responsables)

François Mathieu
Dimitrios Papadopoulos
Luc Martin
Julie Albrecht
Mickaël Frotin
Julie Albrecht
Ermanno Ricchi
Stéphane Marchand
Julien Prudent
Jean Philippe Delaneau
Luc Martin
Laurent Ennelin
Jean Philippe Delaneau
Valérie Ferragne

e-mail

apollon_mail@bureau.luli.polytechnique.fr
APOLAS@luli.polytechnique.fr
APOLAS@luli.polytechnique.fr
APOSFA@luli.polytechnique.fr
APOLFA@luli.polytechnique.fr
instru@luli.polytechnique.fr
gsi@bureau.luli.polytechnique.fr
c2s@bureau.luli.polytechnique.fr
bem@bureau.luli.polytechnique.fr
vide@luli.polytechnique.fr
assistant-prevention@luli.polytechnique.fr
apollon_mail@bureau.luli.polytechnique.fr
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The Apollon Research Infrastructure is operated by Luli teams.
You can find additional information by visiting our website (apollonlaserfacility.cnrs.fr) or by scanning
the QRCode below.
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